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Abstract
Background estimation in video consists in extracting a foreground-free image from a set of training frames. Moving and stationary objects may affect the background visibility, thus invalidating the assumption of many related literature where background is the temporal dominant data. In this paper,
we present a temporal-spatial block-level approach for background estimation in video to cope with moving and stationary objects. First, a Temporal Analysis module obtains a compact representation of the training data by motion filtering and dimensionality reduction. Then, a threshold-free hierarchical clustering determines a set of candidates to represent the background for each spatial location (block). Second, a Spatial Analysis module iteratively reconstructs the background using these candidates. For each spatial location, multiple reconstruction hypotheses (paths) are explored to obtain its neighboring locations by enforcing inter-block similarities and intra-block homogeneity constraints in terms of color discontinuity, color dissimilarity and variability. The experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms the related state-of-the-art over challenging video sequences in presence of moving and stationary objects.
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Introduction
Additionally, spatial information also considers optical flow in the neighborhood [28] , correcting its density by handling objects moving at different depths [27] . to iteratively fill each spatial location s with the optimal candidate C s * using inter-block and intra-block 101 smoothness constraints. The temporal and spatial analysis modules are described in Section 4 and
102
Section 5, respectively. The key symbols we use in this paper are given in Table 1 . 
Temporal Analysis

104
The Temporal Analysis module generates the background candidates of each spatial location s. It is proposed to enforce background smoothness among selected candidates in neighboring locations.
168
The reconstruction process is divided in two stages (see Figure 1 ): Seed Selection and Multipath
169
Reconstruction. For the latter, the explanation is divided into Sequential Multipath Reconstruction 
where p is a pixel location; F p , I 
where
is a generic set of pixels at location p and τ is a detection threshold computed 
whereĈ s l is the major cluster and the empty locations s will be filled by the Multipath Reconstruction. 
whereas the 8-connected neighborhood V and, therefore, objects far from block boundaries may be unnoticed (e.g. stationary objects). These 237 objects may have the minimum Φ value and be wrongly selected as the best candidate (Eq. 13).
238
Moreover, another source of error exists as all external borders are not analyzed in V s 8 .
239
Extending SMR, we propose a Rejection based Multipath Reconstruction (RMR) scheme to overcome inter-block color dissimilarity Ω to the subset of candidates C
where A q are the coefficients of the Discrete Cosine Transform (A 1 is set to 0 to remove zero-frequency 
the candidateC s ,m for each m-path (Multi-candidate selection stage in Figure 7 ) using a set of rules: them to obtain the best candidate C s * for the location s :
where Γ combines the Φ, Ψ and Ω measures for the candidates for each m-path as:
where the location s ∈ V SBMI2015 measures employ the absolute gray-level difference ∆, which is defined for each pixel as:
where B and GT denote the estimated and the ground-truth backgrounds, respectively. |·| Y is the (CQM). The higher the value, the better performance for these three measures.
322
Additionally, we propose a threshold-free error measure to avoid the threshold dependency exhibited . We heuristically 327 set k = 3 for inter-frame differences in Eq. 1 to increase the motion detected as compared to consecutive 328 frame differences. Finally, ρ = 5 is heuristically set to select candidates with color discontinuity similar 329 to the minimum value in Eq. 14, as they may be part of the background. Note that we use less heuristic have been carried out (see Table 5 ) where again the proposed approach RMR outperforms the related 399 work and where best compared approaches are again SGMM-SOD and DCT.
400
In Figure 15 , sequence results are shown in terms of AUC against the DCT and SGMM-SOD highly complex since no algorithm is able to correctly perform in all situations.
452
As future work, we will explore the use of multi-resolution schemes, the improvement of background 453 smoothness (e.g. by applying deblocking filters [58] ) and the initialization-maintenance-detection in-
454
teraction to improve Background Subtraction performance. 
